
Free Sample!
Atlanta Council/ Southern Region

!Kickoff(2011

!SRC(2012((part(1)(=

!ACSC(2012

!LSS(2012((purple'team'captain)=
!SRC(2012((part(2)((*(!

!Kallah(2013(*

!Hunger(Walk(2013

!ACSC(2013(=

key:%
*%denotes%steering
=%denotes%delegate
!%denotes%leading/planning%service(s)%was%
involved%
&%denotes%pending%

GOALS/IDEAS

“Just when the caterpillar thought the world 
was over, it became a butterfly.” --

Anonymous

 ✡ “Toppings” ✡  Qualifications ✡ “Toppings” “FLAVORS”

Atlanta'Council:'
!Keep(all(services,(conventions,(and(events(as(pluralistic(as(

possible

!Encourage(BBGs(to(attend(summer(programs,(especially(

international(Kallah(and(March(of(the(Living

!Keep(AC(up(to(date(on(things(going(on(in(the(international(

order,(especially(pertaining(to(Jewish(Heritage,(Social(Action,(

and(Community(Service.(

( Ex.(AZA(BBG(Shabbat,(J!Serve,(Speak(Up(week,(and(

StandUp(week

!Work(with(the(Gizborit(to(raise(as(much(money(for(StandUp(as(

possible

!Plan(an(amazing(BBYO(Family(Shabbat(

!Utilize(Speak(Up(chair

!Introduce(more(chair(positions(pertaining(to(Stand(Up,(

community(service,(and(Jewish(heritage(

!Keep(Atlanta(Council(connected(on(an(international(level(by(

staying(in(communication(with(the(International(Sh’licha(and(

Grand(Aleph(Shaliach,(as(well(as(other(Sh’lichim(throughout(the(

order.(

AC'Kallah'2014:'
!Coordinate(a(spectacular(convention(that(inspires(BBGs(to(grow(

closer(to(their(Jewish(roots

!Work(closely(with(steering(committee(as(well(as(my(

counterpart/fellow(coordinator

!Raise(attendance(even(more(by(encouraging(all(chapters(to(

improve(attendance(

( ex.(Rewarding(the(chapter(that(has(the(most(increased(

attendance(as(compared(to(previous(conventions,(not(just(the(

chapter(that(has(the(most(girls

!Meaningful(separates,(electives,(and(services(

!Invite(motivational(speakers(and(song(leaders(

Jewish'Heritage
!Stress(the(importance(of(this(fold!

!Services(are(NOT(a(chore!(Help(chapters(realize(

that(services(can(be(fun(and(inspiring(and(are(more(

than(just(a(requirement(for(Friday(and(Saturday(

night(programs.(

!Integrate(Jewish(Holidays:(Keep(Atlanta(Council(

updated(on(all(upcoming(Jewish(holidays(by(sending(

out(monthly(emails(explaining(which(holidays(are(

approaching(and(how(they(can(be(used(to(enhance(

programming.(

( Ex.(Having(a(program(late(Feb./early(

March?(Might(fall(near(or(during(Purim!(Your(

chapter(could(decorate(masks(or(come(to(the(

program(in(costume(and/or(bake(Hamantaschen(

(could(possibly(sell(these(for(a(fundraiser(or(bring(

them(to(a(Jewish(home(for(community(service.)(

Counterparts:'
!Make(sure(all(chapter(Sh’lichot(are(staying(connected(and(working(

together

!Weekly(emails(that(are(informative,(helpful,(and(encourage(

communication(between(counterparts(

!Create(a(release(that(is(instructive(and(easy(to(understand(

!Frequent(phone(meetings(

!Twice(per(term(have(in!person(meetings(with(all(counterparts(

Liaison'Chapter:
!Work(closely(with(liaison(chapter(through(weekly(or(biweekly(

emails,(attending(events,(and(gathering(feedback.(

!Attend(chapter(board(meetings(at(least(twice(per(term

!Keep(up(with(chapter(goals(and(progress

G-d, grant me the serenity to accept the things I 
cannot change, the courage to change the things I 

can, and the wisdom to know the difference. 



My Sister B’nai Brith Girls,

What is it about BBYO that keeps you coming back? 
Whether it’s the parties, the praying, the people, or 

the programming, there’s something about this 
organization that makes you feel like you belong. 

For me, it’s the sense of community and the 
knowledge that I am surrounded by girls who share 

something so special. We are all a part of 
something magnificent and beautiful, so get ready 

B’nai Brith girls! I am here to serve up a 
scrumptious scoop of social action, a delicious dose 
of Jewish heritage, and a sweet side of community 

service. Hope you’re hungry!

Qualifications  ✡ “Toppings” ✡  
Shorashim BBG #2493
!Member'in'good'standing'since'2011

!Mazkirah'(spring'2012)
!Chapter'Convention'2012

!S’ganit'(12/13)'!
!Acting'Sh’licha'!'(fall'2012)'
!BBYO'Connect'Liaison'(12/13)'

Other
!Student'Ambassador'(2011!present)'

!Deans'List'(2011,'2012)'
!Holy'Innocents’'Jewish'Club'(2011!present)

!Science'Olympiad'Nationals'(2011)
!Holy'Innocents’'Theater'Program'(2008!present)'

!Participates'in'JDRF'walk'(2010!present)'
!Regular'volunteer'at'William'Breman'Jewish'Home'

GOALS/IDEAS

International
!AZA'BBG'Shabbat'2012'*':)

!CLTC'4'2012':)
!BBYO'Connect'Summit'2013

!IC'2013
!ILTC'2013'&

!International'Kallah'2013'&

Awards (While Member)
!Chapter'of'the'Year'2012

!SRC'2012:'(part'1)'1st'place'banner,'2nd'place'overall
!SRC'2012:'(part'2)'1st'place'banner,'1st'place'overall.

General:
!Act%as%a%role%model%to%all%BBGs%of%Atlanta%Council,%
Southern%Region,%and%the%entire%order

!Inspire%as%many%girls%as%possible!

!Have%a%wardrobe%consisting%entirely%of%strength%and%

dignity

!Be%an%outstanding%leader%

!Always%be%a%person%that%any%BBG%can%come%to%for%advice%

or%if%they%just%need%someone%to%talk%to

Social,Action:
!Stress%the%importance%of%this%fold!

!Present%chapter%boards%with%a%list%of%topics%that%could%

easily%be%discussed%at/incorporated%into%programs%

% Ex.%Human%rights,%child%labor,%Israeli%politics%

!Address%a%variety%of%topics/events%that%occur%both%locally%

and%on%a%more%global%scale

!Make%sure%all%chapter%Sh’lichot%understand%the%

distinction%between%Social%Action%and%Community%

Service,%and%that%their%chapters%are%also%aware%of%the%

difference.%%

GOALS/IDEAS

 ✡ “Toppings” ✡  Qualifications ✡ 

Community,Service:
!Stress%the%importance%of%this%fold!

!Plan%council!wide%service%events

!Make%sure%chapters%are%having%at%least%2%community%

service%events%per%term!

!Stress%that%Community%Service%can%be%much%more%than%

just%raising%money!%Chapters%can%go%out%and%DO!%(Hands%

on%is%always%best)

!Encourage%chapters%to%keep%in%touch%with%

organizations/places%that%they%volunteer%for%so%that%

lasting%relationships%can%grow%and%an%even%bigger%

impact%will%be%made.%

!Ensure%that%we%are%deciding%as%a%council%what%our%

StandUp%cause%will%be.

!Be%in%contact%with%chapters%to%see%how%their%own%

StandUp%campaigns%are%coming%along.%

!Utilize%the%new%StandUp%website!%

Respectfully submitted with an undying love for passion, 
my Jewish roots, and each and every one of you! I 
remain Molly Sarah Dower aspiring to your 65th 

Atlanta Council Sh’licha. 

Molly Sarah Dower
✡המרים דורה✡

aspiring to be your

65th Atlanta Council Sh’licha


